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New Podcast Episode: The Biden Administration, Must-Do Actions in Congress, and Vaccine Development
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It’s The AAF Exchange — your source for clear, data-driven insight into today’s economic and domestic policy issues.

In our latest episode, AAF President Douglas Holtz-Eakin discusses President-elect Biden’s potential “day one” agenda and the legislation Congress must pass by the end of the year. Holtz-Eakin considers whether Congress will pass another round of stimulus, reviews the regulatory actions the Trump Administration can take prior to the inauguration, and discusses the significance of the latest vaccine news as well as key challenges to mass inoculation.

One AAF product mentioned in today’s podcast:

- In his Daily Dish morning newsletter, Holtz-Eakin wrote that while a vaccine is an important piece of getting back to normal, it’s not the only piece, in “Avoidance, Treatment, Protection, and Tradeoffs in the Pandemic.” Subscribe to the Daily Dish here.

Whether you’re working from home or taking a walk, The AAF Exchange will keep you up to speed on today’s most pressing policy issues.

Subscribe on iTunes or Soundcloud, or listen here.